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24/7 Series

24/7 hd 



hEAVY dUTY
support. 
The 24/7hd provides personalized comfort for those long 
days at the office. It accommodates individuals up to 450 lbs 
with its sturdy frame and durable, steel-reinforced back and 
seat. The 24/7hd is one tough chair.  



24/7hd-HR
Timeless (Hematite)



This heavy duty chair accommodates users up 
to 450 pounds, fitting most body shapes. It is 
ideal for EMS workers, police officers, and any 
environment that demands a robust chair.

dESIGN

Steel Support Structure24/7hd
(Black)
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High-density, high-resiliency, dual density 
foam with Enersorb™ seat topper for 

enhanced support and comfort.

FEATURES

Height and width adjustable 
arms with dense polyurethane 
arm pad for durability.

Easily adjust height and tilt 
for optimal neck/back support.

Compound curved back 
and built-in lumbar support 
provides the user with 
exceptional ergonomic  
support and comfort.

Swivel-tilt mechanism with 
infinity position tilt lock, seat 
depth adjustment, pneumatic 
height adjustment and tension 
control.

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

OPTIONAL HEADREST

ERGONOMIC SUPPORT

ADJUSTABLE 
MECHANISM

WATERFALL SEATING Steel reinforced seat and 
back support, oversized cast  
aluminum base with 3” dual 
wheel carpet casters and 
heavy duty pneumatic lift.

SOLID BUILD

350lbs

Waterfall seat design gently 
slopes away from the legs, 
minimizing pressure on the thighs 
and promoting good posture.
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The 24/7hd can be upholstered using high-
quality textiles, vinyls, and leathers. We have a 
variety of colors and grades to choose from.

TEXTILES

24/7hd-HR
BEELINE | PVC FREE COLLECTION 
BEL17 | Spice

24/7hd-HR
FOUNDATION | HEAVENLY COLLECTION 
F38 | Goose
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We’ve made it easier to personalize your new 
favourite chair. Visit the My Chair Maker App at: 

nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker
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24/7hd
FOUNDATION | HEAVENLY COLLECTION 
F66 | Olive

24/7hd
SOLACE | SOLID COLLECTION 
SOLACE03 | Fossil



nightingalechairs.com
800 363 8954 

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a 
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations 
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures 
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, 
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the 
printing process.
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